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On the Relation Between the
L-Integral and the Bueckner
Work-Conjugate Integral

J. P. Shi, X. H. Liu, and J. M. Li
Department of Engineering Mechanics, Xi’an University
of Technology, 710048 Xi’an, China

A simple but inherent relation between the L-integral and
Bueckner work conjugate integral is deduced for crack problem
isotropic, anisotropic, and dissimilar materials, respectively. It
proved the L-integral, from the mathematical point of view as w
as in principle, is arising from the Betti’s reciprocal theorem.
@S0021-8936~00!00103-3#

1 Introduction
Knowles and Sternberg@1# have shown that theL-integral is

given by

L5 R
G
e3i j ~Wxjni2Tiuj2Tkuk,ixj !ds (1)

whereG is a closed contour in thex15x, x25y plane surrounding
a whole crack;W is the strain energy density, andTi is the traction
acting on the outer side of theG. The characteristics of the
L-integral and theJk-integral are different. It can be proven th
the L-integral is a path-independent integral. We can also ve
that theL-integral is independent of the selection of the coordin
system.

The Bueckner work-conjugate integral~@2#! was derived from
the well-known Betti’s reciprocal theorem, which could be form
lated as follows:

I G5E
G
~ui

~ I !s i j
~ II !2ui

~ II !s i j
~ I !!njds ~ i , j 5x,y! (2)

where the superscripts~I! and ~II ! refer to two possible
displacement-stress fields which satisfy the traction-free co
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tions on the crack faces. The property of the path-independ
integral is proved by Bueckner using Betti’s work reciprocal the
rem, that isI G5I C .

2 Proof
For homogeneous isotropic materials, assume that the first

sible displacement-stress field is induced by the following co
plex potentialsw(z) andc(z):

w8~z!5
1

Az22a2 (
k51

1`

Ekz
k1(

k51

1`

Fkz
k21

(3)

c8~z!5
1

Az22a2 (
k51

1`

Ekz
k2(

k51

1`

Fkz
k21

whereEk and Fk are complex coefficients which can be defin
by remote conditions. Introduce a supplemental displacem
stress field defined by the following complex potentialsw (II )(z)
andc (II )(z):

w~ II !~z!52 izw8~z!
(4)

c~ II !~z!52 izc8~z!12i z̄w8~z!.

The corresponding displacement and stress components ar
rived as follows:

ui
~ II !5yui ,x2xui ,y

s i j
~ II !5ys i j ,x2xs i j ,y1

1

2E s i j ,xdy2
1

2E s i j ,ydx ~ i , j 51,2!

(5)

whereui ands i j , as the~I! field, are the displacement and stre
components induced by Eq.~3!. It can be examined that the stres
s i j

~II ! satisfy the traction-free conditions on the crack faces. Sub
tuting Eq.~5! andui ands i j into Eq. ~2!, we obtain

I G5E Fuis i j ,xy2uis i j ,yx2ui ,xs i j y1ui ,ys i j x

1
1

2
uiE s i j ,xdy2

1

2
uiE s i j ,ydxGnjds (6)

wheredx52n2ds, dy5n1ds.
Now, theI G – 2L is examined. Utilizing the equilibrium condi

tions in plane problems and noting the integral termsTiui , s i j ui
and ui*s i j ,xdy have no contribution forI G22L when r→0 ~at
the near of crack tip!. Thus,I G – 2L is equal to zero. We obtain
e
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I G52L. (7)

Equation~7! shows that between theL-integral and the Bueckne
work conjugate integral there is a simple but inherent relations
We need not to know the obvious function expressions of co
plex potentials for the crack beforehand, but the traction-free c
ditions must be satisfied.

If there are two displacement-stress fields, namely,ui , s i j and
ui

(II ), s i j
(II ), using the Betti’s reciprocal theorem to the regio

bounded by crack borders, one can divide the contourC into CL ,
CR andC1 ,C2 , whereCL ,CR are circles around the left and th
right crack tips andC1 ,C2 are the straight line along the uppe
and lower crack faces, respectively. Because the stresses ar
on the crack faces, thenI G5I CL1I CR . In this case, if integrals
I CL andI CR can be evaluated for some displacement-stress fie
then the path-independent integralI G can also be defined an
evaluated. If the displacement-stress fields are defined by Eqs~3!
and ~4!, we can deduce the following relationship between
L-integral and the stress intensity factors:

L52
3~k21!a

4m
~K1LK2L1K1RK2R! (8)

whereKL5K1L1 iK 2L , KR5K1R1 iK 2R are stress intensity fac
tors at the left and the right crack tips, respectively.k andm are
elastic constants.

3 Discussion
The complex potentials of the center crack,w1(z),v1(z),

w2(z),v2(z), were obtained by Chen and Shi@3# by using the
same method obtained the eigenfunction expansion form by R
@4# in interfacial cracks for dissimilar material. The stress a
displacement fields that are obtained from these complex po
tials satisfy the traction-free conditions on the crack faces and
continuous condition along the entire interface.

A supplemental displacement-stress field defined by
complex potentials w1

(II )(z),v1
(II )(z),w2

(II )(z),v2
(II ) is intro-

duced. The relations betweenw1
(II )(z),v1

(II )(z),w2
(II )(z),v2

(II )

andw1(z),v1(z),w2(z),v2(z) are analogous to Eq.~4!.
In a similar manner, the displacement and stress of the~II ! field

are presented in Eq.~5!. They satisfy the traction-free condition
on the crack faces also. The corresponding displacement
stress components will be substituted into Eq.~6!. Note that the
curveG can be divided into two sections: curveG1 of the upper
plane and the curveG2 of the below plane. The deductions of Eq
~6! to ~7! relate to the equilibrium equations in plane problem
and traction-free conditions only, but don’t involve the mater
parameter. The process is the same as the above homoge
isotropic material. Finally, we still obtain Eq.~7! in the interface
crack, that isI G52L.

BetweenL-integral and stress intensity factors there is the f
lowing relation:

L52S k121

m1
1

k221

m2
D 3~K1LK2L1K1RK2R!

8 cosh2~p«!
a (9)

where « is ‘‘oscillation index’’ and KL5K1L1 iK 2L , KR5K1R
1 iK 2R are complex stress intensity factors at the left and the r
crack-tips, respectively. They cannot be separated into the pu
model and II model;k1 ,m1 and k2 ,m2 stand for the materia
parameters of the upper and lower plane.

For anisotropy material, the Lekhenitski complex potent
theory needs to be used~@5#!. According to the need of the Bueck
ner work conjugate integral, the subsidiary stress-displacem
fields, which represents~II ! field, are

w~ II !~z1!52 iz1w8~z1!

c~ II !~z2!52 iz2c8~z2!12i z̄2w8~z1!. (10)
Copyright © 2Journal of Applied Mechanics
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The stress fields caused by Eq.~10! satisfy the traction-free
conditions. The relation between the~II ! field and a physical stres
field are analogous to Eq.~5!.

By proceeding in the same manner as the isotropic case f
Eq. ~6! to Eq. ~7!, we draw a conclusionI G52L.

It can be seen that a simple but inherent relation between
L-integral and the Bueckner work conjugate integral is right
along, although the characteristic of material is more comp
than isotropic and the complex potentials in these two cases
more different with in isotropic.

4 Conclusions
Using the Bueckner work conjugate integral through introdu

ing a special subsidiary stress-displacement field, one can re
the L-integral. The relation betweenL-integral and the Bueckne
work conjugate integral seems independent of the stress osc
tory singularities on the interface crack tips and the eigenroo
the anisotropy. It is found that theL-integral, from the mathemati-
cal point of view as well as in principle, is arising from the Betti
reciprocal theorem. This means that the Bueckner work conjug
integral is a more general path-independent integral than ot
are. Using the Bueckner integral through choosing a different s
sidiary stress-displacement field could render any other p
independent integrals.
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1 Summary
In this note we derive an expression for the ‘‘driving traction

or Eshelby force~@1#!, acting on a propagating interface in a co
tinuum. The interfaces that we have in mind might represent,
example, a shock wave or a boundary between two phases
material, and the thermomechanical processes which the
tinuum is permitted to undergo may or may not be adiabatic. Fr
the perspective of irreversible thermodynamics, the driving tr
tion corresponds to a ‘‘thermodynamic affinity’’; see, for e
ample,@2–4#. It plays a central role in modeling the kinetics o
phase transformations by characterizing the rate of propagatio
phase boundaries~e.g., see@5–8#!.

The derivation sketched below makes no assumptions abou
constitutive law for the continuum under consideration. Wh
specialized to a thermoelastic material, the expression for the d
ing traction obtained here has certain similarities with the L
endre transform of the Helmholtz free-energyĉ~F,u! with respect
to both the deformation gradient tensorF and the temperatureu,
as well as with the Legendre transform of the internal ene
«̂~F,h! with respect toF and the specific entropyh.

The result derived here generalizes an earlier one which
been established for non-adiabatic processes~@9,10,5#!. This
former characterization of driving traction was not valid in ad
batic processes, and therefore did not, in particular, apply to sh
waves in classical gas dynamics or to impact-induced rap
moving phase boundaries in solids. A one-dimensional versio
the present result was obtained in@11#.

2 Momentum and Energy
Consider a body which occupies a regionR in a reference con-

figuration. LetxPR denote the position of a particle in this con
figuration and lett denote time. Consider a thermomechanic
process of this body on some time interval@ t1 ,t2# which is char-
acterized by the motiony(x,t), body force per unit massb(x,t),
Piola-Kirchhoff stresss(x,t), heat fluxq(x,t), heat supplyr (x,t)
and internal energy per unit mass«(x,t). Suppose that during this
processy is continuous with piecewise continuous first and s
ond derivatives onR3@ t1 ,t2#; b(•,t) and r (•,t) are continuous
on R; s(•,t) andq(•,t) are piecewise continuous with piecewis
continuous gradient onR; and « is piecewise continuous with
piecewise continuous first derivatives onR3@ t1 ,t2#. During this
process, the usual balance laws of linear and angular momen
and the first law of thermodynamics require that for any subreg
D,

E
]D

sn dA1E
D
rb dV5

d

dt ED
rv dV, (1)

E
]D

y3sn dA1E
D
y3rb dV5

d

dt ED
y3rv dV, (2)

E
]D

~sn•v1q•n!dA1E
D
~rb•v1rr !dV

5
d

dt ED
S 1

2
rv•v1r« DdV. (3)

Herev5ẏ denotes particle velocity,r~x! is the mass density in the
reference configuration which is assumed to be continuous oR,
andn is a unit outward normal vector on]D.

At a point inR at which the fields are smooth the balance la
~1!–~3! yield the usual field equations

Div s1rb5r v̇, (4)

sFT5FsT, (5)

s•Ḟ1Div q1rr 5r«̇, (6)

whereF5Grady is the deformation gradient tensor.
830 Õ Vol. 67, DECEMBER 2000
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Next, suppose that there is a surfaceSt in R such that the fields
F, v, q, s and« suffer jump discontinuities acrossSt while being
continuous on either side of it. Such a surface may represent
example, the Lagrangian image of a shock wave or an interf
separating two material phases. LetVn>0 denote the normal ve
locity of propagation of this interface. We refer to the side in
which Vn points as the positive side ofSt . For any field quantity

g(x,t) let g1 and g2 denote the limiting values ofg as a point on
St is approached from its positive and negative side, respectiv
Then, we let@@g## and^g& denote the jump and the average valu
of g on St :

@@g##5 g12 g2, ^g&5
1

2
~ g11 g2 !. (7)

At a point onSt , the balance laws~1!–~3! yield the usual jump
conditions

@@sn##1@@rv##Vn50, (8)

@@sn•v##1F Fr«1
1

2
rv•vG GVn1@@q•n##50. (9)

The energy jump condition~9! can be written in the following
alternative form by making use of~8! and @@v##1Vn@@Fn##50
which follows from the continuity of the deformation~for alge-
braic details see, for example,@5#!:

~@@r«##2^s&•@@F## !Vn52@@q•n##. (10)

3 Rate of Entropy Production
In order to address the second law of thermodynamics one m

consider two additional fields, viz. the temperatureu(x,t) and the
entropy per unit massh(x,t). Suppose thatu(•,t) is piecewise
continuous with a piecewise continuous gradient onR, and thath
is piecewise continuous with piecewise continuous first deri
tives onR3@ t1 ,t2#; u andh are permitted to suffer jump discon
tinuities acrossSt . The rate of entropy production associated w
a subregionD is defined by

G5
d

dt ED
rh dV2E

]D

q•n

u
dA2E

D

rr

u
dV, (11)

and the second law of thermodynamics requires thatG>0 for all
regionsD and all processes. When the regionD intersects the
interfaceSt one can rewrite~11! in the form

G5E
D
H rḣ2DivS q

u D2
rr

u J dV

2E
StùD

H @@rh##Vn1F Fq•n

u G G J dA (12)

by carrying out a standard calculation; e.g. see page 116 of@12#.
The first term in~12! represents the entropy production rate in t
bulk of the body and the second term is associated with the m
ing interface. LetGs denote the rate of entropy production due
the propagating surface:

Gs52E
St

H @@rh##Vn1F Fq•n

u G G J dA. (13)

One finds by using~13! and ~10!, that Gs can be alternatively
expressed as

Gs5E
St

H F K 1

uL ~@@r«##2^s&•@@F## !2@@rh##GVn

1^q•n&F F1

uG G J dA. (14)
Transactions of the ASME
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In an adiabatic process there is no heat transfer:q50 and r
50. On the other hand if the process is not adiabatic, the typ
heat conduction law, whatever it may be, involves Gradu and
therefore the partial differential equations resulting from using
constitutive relationships in the energy Eq.~6! involve ~at least!
the second spatial derivative ofu; thus, one usually requires th
temperature to be continuous in non-adiabatic processes:@@u##50
on St . Thus in both the adiabatic and non-adiabatic cases one

@@u##q
6

50 on St and therefore necessarily

^q•n&F F1

uG G50 and S K 1

uL 2
1

^u& D @@q•n##50. (15)

In view of this and~10!, we can writeGs as

Gs5E
St

@@r«##2^s&•@@F##2^u&@@rh##

^u&
Vn dA, (16)

or in terms of the Helmholtz free-energyc5«2hu as

Gs5E
St

@@rc##2^s&•@@F##1^rh&@@u##

^u&
Vn dA. (17)

4 Driving Traction
The rate of entropy production due to the propagating interf

can be written as

Gs5E
St

f Vn

^u&
dA (18)

where

f 5@@rc##2^s&•@@F##1^rh&@@u##

5@@r«##2^s&•@@F##2^u&@@rh## (19)

is called the driving traction or Eshelby force. The second law
thermodynamics requires thatf Vn>0 on St which specifies the
direction in which the interface is permitted to move. This resul
valid for any continuum undergoing an arbitrary thermomecha
cal process which may or may not be adiabatic. If the proces
adiabatic,~19! and ~10! yield f 52^u&@@rh##. If it is not adia-
batic, ~19! specializes tof 5@@rc##2^s&•@@F##.

In the special case of a thermoelastic material one
c5ĉ~F,u! and the stress and entropy are given by the constitu
relationshipss5rĉF , h52ĉu . Equivalently one has«5«̂~F,h!
with the stress and temperature given bys5r«̂F , u5 «̂h . Thus
for a thermoelastic material~19! can be written as

f 5@@rĉ##2^rĉF&•@@F##2^rĉu&@@u##

5@@r«̂##2^r«̂F&•@@F##2^r«̂h&@@h## (20)

which is reminiscent of the Legendre transforms ofrĉ~F,u! and
r«̂~F,h!.
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Characterizing Damping and
Restitution in Compliant Impacts
via Modified K-V and Higher-Order
Linear Viscoelastic Models
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1 Introduction
Time-domain models for compliant impacts have been wid

used to model collision dynamics as finite-time events. The m
common way to account for energy dissipation in the compli
impact model has been via the standard Kelvin-Voigt~K-V ! vis-
coelastic model

F~ t !5kx1cẋ (1)

in which the resulting equation of motion assumes the fami
linear form

ẍ12zvnẋ1vn
2x50 (2)

from vibration theory wherevn5Ak/m and z5c/(2Akm). The
initial conditionsx(0)50 andẋ(0)5v0 yield the solution

x~ t !5
v0

vd
exp~2zvnt !sinvdt (3)

wherevd5vnA12z2. If the impact duration is assumed to be
half-period of vibration associated with the damped frequen
then the exact restitution coefficient is obtained easily in terms
the dimensionless damping ratio as

1Sandia National Laboratories is a multiprogram laboratory operated by Sa
Corporation, A Lockheed Martin Company for the U.S. Department of Energy un
Contract DE-ACO4, 94AL85000.
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Kinra.
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ẋ~ t r !

ẋ~0!
5expS 2

zp

A12z2D (4)

wheret r5p/vd is the release time~@1,2#!. While the undamped
collision is elastic, for critical damping or overdamping the col
sion is purely plastic. Another reason the half-period K-V mod
has been widely used is that Eq.~4! may easily be used to obtai
the impact damping parameterc as

c52u ln euA km

~ ln e!21p2 (5)

in terms of an experimentally obtained restitution coefficient~@3#!.
The energyEL lost in the impact is

EL5E0~12e2!5E0S 12expS 2
2zp

A12z2D D (6)

whereE0 is the initial kinetic energy. This energy loss is repr
sented in Fig. 1 by the area enclosed inside the hysteresis c
O-A-B-D-O. The peak elastic potential energy stored in the i
pact is

U5
1

2
kxmax

2 5E0 expS 2
2z

A12z2
tan21

A12z2

z D (7)

from which an equivalent linear damping ratiozeq may be found
via the loss factorh5EL /(2pU) as

zeq5
h

2
5

1

4p
expS 2z

A12z2
tan21

A12z2

z D
3S 12expS 2

2zp

A12z2D D (8)

Thus the bilinear impact model may be replaced by an equiva
linear Kelvin-Voigt model with damping constantceq
52zeqAkm which dissipatesEL energy per period of vibration
This technique is often advantageous in vibratory impact pr
lems.

Hunt and Crossley@4# noticed, however, that linear viscou
damping in the K-V model gives an unrealistic hysteresis diagr
for the impact force-deflection curve. Specifically, they noted t

Fig. 1 Hysteresis diagrams for the Kelvin-Voigt „solid …, Max-
well „dotted …, and standard linear impact models with vnÄ1
and zÄ0.1 where hÄ0.0 „solid …, 0.05 „long-dashed …, 0.2 „short-
dashed …, and 0.4 „short-long-dashed …. The modified K-V and
standard linear models omit the tension at the conclusion of
the restitution phase of impact.
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the parallel linear dashpot results in discontinuous force profile
initial contact and release as well as a nonphysical tensile fo
applied during the end of the restitution phase. In order to eli
nate this force discontinuity, they suggested a nonlinear damp
function for use with the Hertzian stiffness model which compl
with the expected boundary conditions of vanishing force
contact and release. Estimates of the corresponding restitu
coefficient in terms of the model’s damping parameters w
made by the above authors and Herbert and McWhannell@5#,
who also noted that the effects of eliminating the force disco
nuities include a more realistic frequency content in the impu
generated.

While other authors~e.g., @6,7#! have proposed different non
linear models which also satisfy the expected boundary co
tions, there have been few efforts to eliminate the force disco
nuities in the K-V model while remaining within the framewor
of linear viscoelasticity. This paper attempts to help fill this ga
In contrast to using the various nonlinear models, this appro
enables the associated damping and restitution to be characte
analytically without the need to approximate. First, the stand
K-V model is reconsidered here under a different assumption
garding the restitution phase: that the mass releases when
forcevanishes—beforethe initial contact location is reached. Th
approach was recently used by Luo and Hanagud@8# in order to
improve the modeling and simulation of vibration absorbers w
motion-limiting stops. In order also to guarantee that the fo
vanishes upon impact, higher-order viscoelastic~Maxwell and
standard linear! models are implemented in which the bounda
conditions in the force-displacement hysteresis curve are all s
fied and the force history is entirely continuous. A similar mod
for the impact surface has been utilized in a previous paper~@9#!
in an effort to circumvent the previously mentioned discontin
ties in the dynamic model of robotic manipulator collisions. U
like these studies which were concerned with simulation, ho
ever, this paper presents analytical values of the restitu
coefficient and related quantities for the viscoelastic models
terms of the dimensionless viscoelastic parameters. Hyste
diagrams and restitution coefficients for each model are plo
and compared.

2 Modified K-V Model
In order to eliminate the tension in the K-V model, a bett

representation of the dynamics allows the mass to release w
the net force vanishes. In Fig. 1, this occurs at point C. T
resulting area of the hysteresis curve O-A-B-C-O~the energy
loss! is thus smaller than that obtained using a half-period
vibration. Setting the force in Eq.~1! to zero, the release time i
found as

t r5
1

vd
tan21S 2zA12z2

2z221 D (9)

which yields the restitution coefficient

e5expS 2
z

A12z2
tan21S 2zA12z2

2z221 D D ; z,1 (10)

As z→1,e→exp(22)'0.14 so that, unlike the half-period ver
sion, the impact is not perfectly plastic when the damping is cr
cal. Instead, the nonzero restitution coefficient

e5S z2Az221

z1Az221
D z/Az221

; z.1 (11)

which matches Eq.~10! for z51 is obtained for overdamping. Th
energy lost in an impact isEL5E0(12e2). Since the peak
potential energy is given by Eq.~7! for z,1 and byU5E0e for
z.1, the equivalent linear damping ratio may be obtained as
Transactions of the ASME



zeq55
1

4p
expS 2z

A12z2
tan21

A12z2

z D S 12expS 2
2z

A12z2
tan21S 2zA12z2

2z221 D D D ; z,1

1

2p
sinhS 2z

Az221
lnS z2Az221

z1Az221
D D ; z.1

(12)
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from which an equivalent damping constant for use in vibrat
impact isceq52zeqAkm. Although zeq is less than in the half-
period model, the difference remains less than 0.02 forz,1. Thus,
eliminating the force discontinuity at release results in a minim
decrease in equivalent damping.

3 Maxwell Model
The force discontinuity at impact cannot be eliminated

the K-V model due to the model’s lack of an instantaneous e
ticity. Instead, a higher-order viscoelastic model which portra
instantaneous elasticity may be utilized. The most basic of the
the Maxwell model in which the force-displacement relation
~@10#!

F1
c

k
Ḟ5cẋ. (13)

Equation~13! results in the third-order differential equation

x̂12zvnẍ1vn
2ẋ50 (14)

describing the impact dynamics wherevn5Ak/m and z
5Akm/(2c). The initial conditions x(0)50, ẋ(0)5v0 , and
ẍ(0)50 yield the solution

x~ t !5exp~2zvnt !S v0

vd
~122z2!sinvdt2

2zv0

vn
cosvdt D

1
2zv0

vn
(15)

wherevd5vnA12z2.
As seen in Fig. 1~hysteresis curve O-E-F-O!, the discontinuity

upon impact has been eliminated via the third initial conditio
Furthermore, if release occurs when the force vanishes the
boundary conditions are satisfied. Since the release time is eq
lent to a half-period (t r5p/vd), the restitution coefficiente and
energy lostEL are thus found to be equivalent to those obtained
the half-period K-V model. Thus asz→1,e→0 and the collision
becomes perfectly plastic. Since Eq.~4! also applies for the Max-
well model, the damping parameter is easily calculated in term
the coefficient of restitution~as in the K-V model! as

c5
Akm~~ ln e!21p2!

2u ln eu
. (16)

Because the spring and dashpot are in series, the peak e
potential energy stored in the spring is found in terms of
maximumforce as

U5
1

2
kS Fmax

k D 2

5E0 expS 2
2z

A12z2
tan21

A12z2

z D . (17)

The equivalent linear damping ratio, therefore, is also equiva
to that for the half-period K-V model so that the Maxwell impa
model may be replaced by a linear K-V model withceq
52zeqAkm which dissipatesEL energy per period of vibration. I
should be observed that, although certain quantities of the h
period K-V and Maxwell impact models are conveniently equiv
lent, their inherent physics are completely different as represe
by the corresponding hysteresis curves.
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4 Standard Linear Model
Another instantaneously elastic higher-order viscoelastic mo

which can be utilized is the standard linear model which cons
of a K-V element~with spring constantk2! in series with another
springk1 . The force-displacement relation is~@10#!

~k11k2!F1cḞ5k1k2x1k1cẋ. (18)

Equation~18! results in the third-order equation

2zh

vn
x̂1 ẍ12zvnẋ1vn

2x50 (19)

for the impact dynamics wherevn5Ak1k2 /((k11k2)m), while
z5k1c/(2(k11k2)mvn) andh5k2 /(k11k2) are the dimension-
less viscoelastic parameters. In the limit ask1→`, then vn
→Ak2 /m,2zvn→c/m,h→0, and the system becomes a K-
model with natural frequencyvn and damping ratioz. Hence for
h!1, Eq. ~19! represents a perturbation of the standard K
model~Eq. ~2!!. Although the exact solution and restitution coe
ficient are intractable in this model, an approximate closed-fo
solution may be obtained be means of a singular perturba
technique~@11#! in which the three rootsa and b6 ig are ob-
tained to first order inh as

a52
vn

2zh
12zvn1h~124z2!zvn

b52zvn1h~124z2!zvn

g5vnA12z21h~324z2!
z2

A12z2
vn . (20)

The perturbation series converges providingz,1/(2Ah).
The force-displacement hysteresis curves in Fig. 1 corresp

to different values of the dimensionless parameterh. This param-
eter affects the model’s instantaneous elasticity and can be
justed to sufficiently ‘‘smooth out’’ the K-V force discontinuity a
the origin. By allowing the mass to release at vanishing for
each of the force boundary conditions remain satisfied. Hence
small values ofh, the damping and restitution for this model a
perturbations of those for the modified K-V model. The restituti
coefficient was found forz,1 to first order inh as

e5expS S 2
z

A12z2
1h f 1~z!D S tan21S 2zA12z2

2z221 D 1h f 2~z! D D
(21)

where f 1(z) and f 2(z) were found to expand asf 1(z)5z2z3/2
1O(z5) and f 2(z)52z23z31O(z5). These approximations ar
accurate for smallz and break down forz near unity. In order to
verify the analytical expression in Eq.~21! using the expansions
for f 1(z) and f 2(z), the restitution for differenth values was also
obtained numerically from the final velocity at release. It w
found that the two results are practically identical for small valu
of both h and z. Finally, unlike the previous models considere
an equivalent linear damping ratio is not easily obtained for t
model in terms ofh andz.

5 Discussion
The restitution coefficients for each of the viscoelastic imp

models are plotted as a function ofz in Fig. 2 in which the half-
DECEMBER 2000, Vol. 67 Õ 833
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period K-V and Maxwell results are identical. The numerical
sults for the standard linear model are shown for several value
h. The corresponding perturbation results~not shown! are essen-
tially the same for smallh and z. It is seen that the restitution
coefficient of the half-period K-V and Maxwell models indee
vanishes asz→1. Hence, a finite damping constantcp may be
associated with purely plastic impacts in these two models wh
cp52Akm for K-V and cp5Akm/2 for Maxwell. In the modified
K-V model, however, the restitution vanishes only asz→` so that
the impact can never be purely plastic. It is also seen that
modified K-V model has a restitution coefficient which is ve
close to that of the half-period K-V and Maxwell models for sm
damping ratios since the release times in these models for
damping are nearly the same. The advantages of analytically
taining both the impact damping parameter~in terms of an experi-
mentally obtained restitution coefficient! and the equivalent linea
damping constant for use in vibroimpact, together with the e
more significant fact that all of the force boundary conditions
satisfied, leads to the conclusion that the Maxwell model is
attractive choice for practical implementation in the modeling
dissipative compliant impacts. However, the standard lin
model may also be helpful in ‘‘smoothing out’’ the K-V impac
discontinuity. Especially if the impact duration is relatively lon
or there are additional static forces on the impact surface,
finite static deformation of this model is preferable to the flu
like behavior of the Maxwell model. Furthermore, if the dampi
is small and the instantaneous stiffness is large, then the im
dynamics and restitution may be found as a perturbation of th
for the modified K-V model as was done here. Finally, furth
work is needed to extend these results to general planar and t
dimensional collision theories and to include the use of kine
and energetic restitution coefficients.
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The purely elastic stability and bifurcation of the one-dimensio
plane Poiseuille flow is determined for a large class of Oldro
fluids with added viscosity, which typically represent polymer
lutions composed of a Newtonian solvent and a polymeric sol
The problem is reduced to a nonlinear dynamical system using
Galerkin projection method. It is shown that elastic normal stre
effects can be solely responsible for the destabilization of the b
(Poiseuille) flow. It is found that the stability and bifurcation pic
ture is dramatically influenced by the solvent-to-solute visco
ratio, «. As the flow deviates from the Newtonian limit and«
decreases below a critical value, the base flow loses its stabi
Two static bifurcations emerge at two critical Weissenberg nu
bers, forming a closed diagram that widens as the level of e
ticity increases.@S0021-8936~00!00703-0#

1 Introduction
While the problem of stability of plane-Poiseuille flow~PPF!

has been extensively investigated for Newtonian fluids, relativ
little attention has been devoted to the flow of viscoelastic flui
The presence of viscoelasticity is expected to dramatically a
the stability and bifurcation picture in PPF, and yet no study h
so far predicted the nonlinear bifurcation from the base flow. T
presence of additional nonlinearities that are usually part of
realistic constitutive model~@1#! are expected to lead to the depa
ture from the Newtonian picture. Similarly to the case of Taylo
Couette flow, there is experimental evidence that the base flo
a channel may lose its stability as a result of fluid elasticity ins
the tube~@2#!. This mechanism is now known as constitutive i
stability, as opposed to stick-slip induced instability. This mec
nism of loss of stability should not be confounded with the sho
wave instability due to a change in type of the field equatio

Contributed by the Applied Mechanics Division of THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
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MECHANICS. Manuscript received by the ASME Applied Mechanics Division, Ap
28, 1999; final revision, July 27, 1999. Associate Technical Editor: A. K. Mal.
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which is known as Hadamard instability~@3#!. The emergence o
surface instability at the exit of an extrusion die~sharkskin and
melt fracture! keeps hinting at the possibility of a link with
hydrodynamic instability inside the channel, away and upstre
from the exit~@4,5#!. However, linear stability analyses of chann
~Couette and Poiseuille! flows, using elementary constitutiv
models, such as Maxwell and Oldroyd-B fluids, failed to ass
that the base flow may be linearly unstable when the leve
elasticity ~Weissenberg number! exceeds a critical level~@4,5#!.
More recent studies based on more generalized constitutive m
els of the Oldroyd class showed that the base flow in a cha
can become unstable to small perturbations for some rang
Weissenberg numbers~@6–8#!. These generalized constitutiv
models display a nonmonotonic shear-stress/shear-rate curve
range of instability coincides with the negative slope of the str
curve. However, only linear stability analyses were carried ou

The present study focuses on the nonlinear constitutive in
bility of the PPF of high-molecular-weight fluids. These fluids a
typically composed of a Newtonian solvent and a polymeric s
ute. The Johnson-Segalman~JS! constitutive model is used, which
is a highly nonlinear equation, and is one of the very few con
tutive models that exhibit a nonmonotonic stress/shear-rate cu
It is thus expected that, while the presence of inertia and sh
thinning alone can destabilize the flow, fluid elasticity or norm
stresses will give rise to additional nonlinearities and coupl
among the flow variables, making an already complex prob
~due mainly to inertia! even more difficult to solve. Similarly to
any flow in the transition regime, the PPF of viscoelastic flu
involves a continuous range of excited spatio-temporal scales
order to assess the influence of the arbitrarily many smaller len
and time scales on the flow, one would have to resort to
resolution of the flow at the small-scale level. This issue rema
unresolved since, despite the great advances in storage and
of modern computers, it will not be possible to resolve all of t
continuous ranges of scales in the transition regime.

It is by now well established that dynamical systems can b
viable alternative to conventional numerical methods as
probes the nonlinear range of flow behavior~@9#!. Dynamical sys-
tems are obtained using the Galerkin approximation. The velo
and stress components assume truncated Fourier or other orth
nal representations in space, depending on the boundary co
tions. The expansion coefficients are functions of time alone, t
leading to a nonlinear system upon projection of the equati
onto the various modes. The relative simplicity of dynamical s
tems, and the rich sequence of nonlinear flow phenomena ex
ited by their solution, have been the major contributing factors
their widespread use as models for examining the onset of n
linear behavior. The dynamical system approach has typic
been used to handle simple flow configurations, and most par
larly Newtonian flows. Recently, this approach has been
tempted for non-Newtonian flows in thermal convection~@10–
12#! and rotating flow ~@13–17#!. For Taylor-Couette flow,
comparison was carried out with the experiments of Muller et
@18#, leading to excellent agreement~@15#!. A modal expansion
similar to that in@14,15# is used to solve the current problem.

2 Problem Formulation and Solution Procedure
Consider the plane channel~Poiseuille! flow of an incompress-

ible viscoelastic fluid of densityr, relaxation timel, and viscosity
h. In this study, only fluids that can be reasonably represented
a single relaxation time and constant viscosity are considered.
fluid considered here, is a polymer solution composed of a N
tonian solvent and a polymer solute of viscositieshs and hp ,
respectively. Thereforeh5hs1hp . The velocity, time, space co
ordinates, pressure, and stress are nondimensionalized byd/l, l,
d, hpU/d andhp /l, respectively. HereU is the maximum veloc-
ity of the base Poiseuille flow, andd is the gap between the tw
plates. There are three important similarity groups in the probl
Journal of Applied Mechanics
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namely, the Reynolds number, Re, the Weissenberg number,
and the solvent-to-solute viscosity ratio,«, which are given, re-
spectively, by

Re5
d2r

hpl
, We5

Ul

d
, «5

hs

hp
. (1)

The continuity and conservation of momentum equations fo
general incompressible viscoelastic fluid are given in dimensi
less form as

¹•u50, Re
du

dt
52We¹p1¹•t1«¹2u (2)

whereu is the velocity vector,p is the pressure,t is the polymeric
contribution of the stress tensor,t is the time,d/dt is the substan-
tial derivative operator, and¹ is the gradient operator. The con
stitutive equation adopted in this study belongs to theOldroyd
class of incompressible viscoelastic fluids:

dt

dt
2S 12

z

2D @~¹u! t
•t1t•¹u#1

z

2
@¹u•t1t•~¹u! t#

5¹u1~¹u! t (3)

where (¹u) t denotes the transpose of¹u. Equation~3! includes
both lower and upper-convective terms. It is often referred to
the Johnson-Segalman model~@19#!. Here zP@0,2#, which is a
dimensionless material~slip! parameter. The value ofz is a mea-
sure of the contribution of nonaffine motion to the shear tens
For z50, the motion is affine and the Oldroyd-B model is reco
ered, whereas forz52, the motion is completely nonaffine an
the model is reduced to the Oldroyd-Jaumann model~@4#!. When
z50 and hs50, the upper-convected Maxwell model
recovered.

If the x-axis is taken to lie halfway between the two plates, a
y is the coordinate in the transverse direction, then the total sh
stress corresponding to the base~Poiseuille! flow is given by

Txy
b 5«ġ1

ġ

11z~22z!ġ2 5Wey (4)

where ġ5du/dy is the shear rate andu is the velocity in the
x-direction. Note that We is the dimensionless driving press
gradient. Equation~4! is perhaps the most revealing result of th
JS model. It reflects the possibility of a nonmonotonic behav
for the stress/shear-rate relation. Indeed, Fig. 1 shows the beh
of the shear stress,Txy

b , as a function ofġ for «P@0,1# and z

Fig. 1 Steady-state shear stress versus shear-rate curves for
zÄ0.2 and ««†0,1‡. The loci of the two extrema are also shown,
which join into one curve denoted here by ġc . The curves in
the figure resemble the pressure Õstretch-ratio related to the in-
flation of a Mooney-Rivlin material „see Fig. 2 in †20‡….
DECEMBER 2000, Vol. 67 Õ 835
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50.2. The curve«51 corresponds essentially to the Newtoni
limit. For this value of the viscosity ratio, the elastic contributio
to Txy

b in expression~4! is negligible. In this case Newton’s law o
viscosity applies. The figure indicates that the stress curves
monotonicity for«,1/8. Two extrema~a maximum and a mini-
mum! appear, which tend to merge as« increases, as indicated b
the curve joining the loci of the extrema. The base flow is found
be unstable for the range of the stress curves with negative s
This situation is reminiscent of the load/deformation behavior
elasticity. In the case of nonlinear inflation of a Mooney-Rivl
~hyperelastic! membrane, for instance, the pressure also exhibi
similar behavior as function of the stretch ratio for vario
Mooney constants~@20#!. Upon comparison with the curves i
Fig. 1, the curve«50 is comparable to that of a Neo-Hookea
solid, while the curve for a Newtonian fluid («51) is comparable
to the curve of a Hookean solid~see Fig. 2 in@20#!.

The solution of the system~1!–~2! is carried out using the
Galerkin projection method. For one-dimensional disturba
along the channel~x-axis!, the departure~from base flow! is re-
duced to the axial velocity,u(y,t), normal stress difference
N(y,t), and shear stress,S(y,t). In this case, Eqs.~1!–~3! reduce
to

Reut5«uyy1Sy (5a)

Nt52N12~WeS1Suy1Sbuy!. (5b)

St52S1uy1a~WeN1Nuy1Nbuy! (5c)

where a5z(z/221). Here Sb5ġ/11z(22z)ġ2 is the non-
Newtonian contribution of the shear stress of the base flow,
Nb52ġ2/11z(22z)ġ2 is the corresponding first normal stre
difference. Note that a subscript in Eqs.~5! denotes partial differ-
entiation. The flow departure is represented by series of Ch
drasekhar functions, which satisfy the homogeneous~no-slip!
boundary conditions~@15#!. A judicious selection process an
truncation level is applied for the choice of the various modes
order to ensure the physical and mathematical coherence o
final model.

3 Bifurcation and Stability Picture
While the~linear! stability picture is somewhat predictable, th

bifurcation picture is far from being intuitively obvious. The b
furcation diagrams depend strongly on« andz. We thus monitor
the influence of the viscosity ratio by fixing the parameterz to 0.2

Fig. 2 Bifurcation diagrams for the normal stress difference,
N„0,`…, at the center of the channel as function of We for z
Ä0.2 and ««†0.06,0.08‡. The smallest diagram corresponds to
the highest viscosity ratio, «. As « exceeds a critical level „in
this case 1 Õ8…, the „closed … diagram reduces to zero, as the
base flow is always stable. The branches AB, CD, EF, and GH of
diagram «Ä0.06 are unstable, whereas the branches BC, DE,
EF, FG, and HA are stable.
836 Õ Vol. 67, DECEMBER 2000
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and varying«. Figure 2 displays the resulting bifurcation diagram
in the ~N, We! plane for«P@0.06, 0.08#. The figure shows the
dependence of the steady-state normal stress difference,N(0,̀ ),
at the center of the channel. Linear stability analysis asserts
for large« value ~.1/8!, the base flow is stable~to small pertur-
bations! for any value of We. This situation corresponds to
monotonic shear-stress/shear-rate curve in Fig. 1. As« decreases,
two extrema appear in the stress curves in Fig. 1, entraining a
of stability of the base flow in between. For each«.1/8, a closed
bifurcation diagram emerges as depicted in Fig. 2, which show
widening of the unstable range of We values as the viscosity r
decreases.

Although the case«50.06 will be discussed in detail below, w
examine first the evolution of the bifurcation and stability pictu
as the flow deviates from close to the Newtonian limit~this limit
is approached when the solvent-to-solute viscosity ratio,«, is
high!. As « decreases below a critical value, two static bifurc
tions emerge at two critical values, Wec1 and Wec2 , of the Weis-
senberg number as predicted by linear stability analysis. The
critical points coincide with points A and E for the«50.06 dia-
gram. The two bifurcating branches join over the unstable ra
to form a closed diagram. This is clearly illustrated for«50.08;
the closed diagram intersects the We axis at Wec158.48 and
Wec2516.53. As« decreases further, the~closed! diagram wid-
ens, and another closed diagram appears as depicted in Fig.
«50.076. In this case, there are four critical values of the We
senberg number that are present at 8.4, 17, 30, and 34.5.
second range of We values~30 to 34.5! corresponds to unstabl
base flow. A stable range exists between the two diagrams. A«
decreases further, the two diagrams grow, come in contact
one another, and finally merge to form a simply connected clo
diagram as shown in Fig. 2 for«50.06. In this case, the range o
instability of the base flow becomes larger as it covers the va
7.54,We,48.5~between A and E!. The figure also indicates tha
the solution branch changes concavity, and presents regions a
nating in stability.

In general, and as typically depicted by the«50.06 diagram,
there is an exchange of stability at the two critical points Wec1 ~A!
and Wec2 ~E!, with the base flow losing its stability at Wec1 and
regaining it at Wec2 . However, the base flow is not always un
conditionally stable for We,Wec1 and We.Wec2 ; simulta-
neously, the diagram«50.06 is not always unconditionally stabl
for Wec1,We,Wec2 . We have indicated in Fig. 2 the variou
branches of alternating stability of the«50.06 diagram. Thus,
branches AB, CD, EF, and GH are unstable, while the branc
BC, DE, FG, and HA are stable. Consequently, close to e
critical point, just before Wec1 and just after Wec2 , there is a
branch, BC and FG, respectively, to which the flow can conve
if the perturbation is not small, similarly to what occurs in th
vicinity of transcritical and subcritical bifurcations. Althoug
there are stable and unstable nontrivial branches in the ra
Wec1,We,Wec2 , there is total loss of stability of the base flow
In this range, only nonlinear velocity profiles are stable. The s
bility of the branches at the two critical points was establish
numerically since linear stability analysis cannot be applied in
vicinity of the critical ~nonhyperbolic fixed! points.

It is, perhaps, at this stage that one begins to connect the
bility and bifurcation picture to physical reality. It is well know
that in real systems, physical instabilities are observed when
flow rate and/or the level of elasticity are high. These instabilit
are believed to be potentially responsible for the onset of surf
roughness in extrusion@10#. If we note that the flow rate is con
trolled by We, and the level of elasticity controlled by both W
and«, then we can clearly observe that the trend shown in Fig
confirms that both the flow rate and fluid elasticity are the de
mining factors behind the destabilization of the base flow. It
also well known that instabilities are suspected to set in after
Weissenberg number has reached a certain value. This is
Transactions of the ASME
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inferred from Fig. 2, as the diagram corresponding to«50.06, for
instance, indicates that the base flow is practically unstable for
whole range We.7.5.

In summary, a nonlinear analysis is carried out to examine
onset of constitutive instability and bifurcation for polymer sol
tions. Only elastic effects, which lead to the well-known Weiss
berg rod-climbing phenomenon, are responsible for the loss
stability of the base~Poiseuille! flow. The viscoelastic model use
displays nonmonotonicity of the shear-stress/shear-rate curve
belongs to the wider class ofOldroyd constitutive models tha
lead to the destabilization of channel flow. The bifurcation d
grams are obtained for the first time, and show how the secon
flow evolves as one deviates from the Newtonian limit. The
furcation diagrams are always closed and widen in range as
solvent-to-solute viscosity decreases, thus reflecting the desta
zation observed in practice as the level of elasticity increases.
emphasized that the present stability and bifurcation picture
responds to perturbations of infinite wavelength, which may
be the most dangerous modes. Only a higher-dimensional stab
analysis can indicate whether the present findings are of phy
relevance.
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This paper develops the displacement field for a circular me
brane which is statically loaded by gravity acting in its plan
Coupled to the displacements are the stress and strain distr
tions. The solution is applicable to the modeling of next gene
tion lithographic masks, ion-beam projection lithography mas
in particular. @S0021-8936~00!00803-5#

1 Introduction
In most engineering applications, the displacement, stress,

strain fields induced by gravity are negligible. However, in ne
generation~nonoptical! lithography masks used for semiconduct
device fabrication, it is critical to predict and compensate for d
tortions which could potentially alter the quality of the microci
cuit that is to be manufactured. Typically, the allowable error in
lithographic mask is only a fraction of the microcircuit’s min
mum feature size~@1#!. Since ion-beam projection lithograph
~IPL! is targeting the production of sub-100 nm devices, displa
ments due to gravity can be significant.

An IPL mask is composed of a circular membrane that is s
ported by a relatively stiff frame and held in a vertical orientati
during exposure~@2#!. It is typically made of silicon with a diam-
eter on the order of 200 mm and 3.0-mm thickness. If the mask is
modeled as a circular membrane that is constrained on its pe
eter by a rigid ring and subjected to in-plane gravitational load
~as shown in Fig. 1!, it can be considered as a plane stress pr
lem and solved directly by traditional applied elasticity metho
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, a solution to this probl
has not been presented in the elasticity literature.

2 Solution Development
The position of an arbitrary point on the membrane is defin

by the polar coordinates (r ,u) with the origin taken at the center
All translational displacement components are constrained at
outside radius,R. In general, radial~u! and circumferential (v)
displacements which arise from the loading of the membrane
related to the radial strain (« r), circumferential strain («u), and
shear strain (g ru) by strain-displacement equations, and to rad
normal stress (s r), circumferential normal stress (su), and shear
stress (t ru) by Hooke’s law, i.e.,

« r5
]u

]r
5

1

E
~s r2nsu! (1)

Contributed by the Applied Mechanics Division of THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
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MECHANICS. Manuscript received by the ASME Applied Mechanics Division, Ap
28, 1999; final revision, May 5, 2000. Associate Technical Editor: R. C. Benson
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«u5
u

r
1

1

r

]v
]u

5
1

E
~su2ns r ! (2)

g ru5
1

r

]u

]u
1

]v
]r

2
v
r

5
2~11n!

E
t ru . (3)

Here,E is Young’s modulus andn is Poisson’s ratio. Equilibrium
of the shaded element shown in Fig. 1 requires that

s r2su

r
1

]s r

]r
1

1

r

]t ru

]u
2rg sinu50 (4)

1

r

]su

]u
1

]t ru

]r
1

2

r
t ru2rg cosu50 (5)

where r and g are the material mass density and gravitatio
acceleration, respectively.

A solution form which uses Airy’s stress function,f, can be
expressed as

s r5
1

r

]f

]r
1

1

r 2

]2f

]u2 1F~r ,u! (6)

su5
]2f

]r 2 1G~r ,u! (7)

t ru52
]

]r S 1

r

]f

]u D (8)

where F(r ,u) and G(r ,u) are arbitrary functions. Substitutin
Eqs.~6!–~8! into the equilibrium Eqs.~4! and~5! and subsequen
integration yields

G~r ,u!5rgr sinu1G2~r ! (9)

F~r ,u!5rgr sinu1
F2~r !

r
1

1

r E G2~r !. (10)

To preclude singular stresses, and without loss of generality
F2(u)5G2(r )50. Therefore,

s r5
1

r

]f

]r
1

1

r 2

]2f

]u2 1rgr sinu (11)

su5
]2f

]r 2 1rgr sinu. (12)

General forms off satisfying compatibility were originally
given by Michell@3# for problems described in polar coordinate
From Timoshenko’s~@4#! summary of this,

Fig. 1 In-plane gravity loading of a circular membrane
838 Õ Vol. 67, DECEMBER 2000
al

let

s.

f5a0 log r 1b0r 21c0r 2 log r 1d0r 2u1a08u1
a1

2
ru sinu

1~b1r 31a18r
211b18r log r !cosu2

c1

2
ru cosu

1~d1r 31c18r
211d18r log r !sinu

1(
n52

`

~anr n1bnr n121an8r
2n1bn8r

2n12!cosnu

1(
n52

`

~cnr n1dnr n121cn8r
2n1dn8r

2n12!sinnu. (13)

A stress function which gives nonperiodic or singular stresse
not admissible. Therefore, all the terms except those with coe
cients ofb0 , b1 , d1 , an , bn , cn , anddn will be dropped. So, for
n52,3,4, . . .

f}r n~sinnu,cosnu! (14)

~s r ,su!}r n22~sinnu,cosnu! (15)

t ru}r n22~cosnu,sinnu!. (16)

On a circular edge, Eqs.~14!–~16! describe normal and shea
stresses which vary harmonically. They are not necessary to s
the basic problem. Indeed, they may lead to displacements w
cannot be zero at the boundaryr 5R. Thus, a solution may be
constructed using relevantf’s established by Michell, plus addi
tional terms associated with the gravitational body forces:

f5b0r 21b1r 3 cosu1d1r 3 sinu. (17)

By the definition established in Eq.~8!,

t ru52b1r sinu22d1 r cosu. (18)

Due to the symmetric nature of the problem,t ru(r ,p/2)50.
Therefore,b150. Similarly, Eqs.~11! and ~12! show that

s r52b012d1r sinu1rgr sinu (19)

su52b016d1r sinu1rgr sinu. (20)

Because it is associated with a hydrostatic loading such as
form membrane prestress,b0 will also be discarded. This leave
one unknown,d1 , which can be identified by noting that the ci
cumferential normal strain is zero on the boundary, i.e.,«u(R,u)
50. By using Eqs.~19!, ~20!, and~2!, this yields

d15
2rg

2

~12n!

~32n!
(21)

and the stresses can now be written in the form

s r5
2rg

~32n!
r sinu (22)

su5
2rgn

~32n!
r sinu (23)

t ru5rg
~12n!

~32n!
r cosu. (24)

Employing Eqs.~1!–~3!, boundary conditions, and symmetry co
ditions gives the following strains and displacements in the me
brane:

« r~r ,u!5
2rg

E

~12n2!

~32n!
r sinu (25)

«u~r ,u!50 (26)
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g ru~r ,u!5
2rg

E

~12n2!

~32n!
r cosu (27)

u5
rg

E

~12n2!

~32n!
~r 22R2!sinu (28)

v5
rg

E

~12n2!

~32n!
~r 22R2!cosu. (29)

The displacement component distributions given by Eqs.~28! and
~29! are illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3.

Transformation of the stress components into anx-y coordinate
system yields

sx5
2rgn

~32n!
y (30)

sy5
2rg

~32n!
y (31)

txy5
rg~12n!

~32n!
x; (32)

wherex andy are Cartesian coordinates,sx is the normal stress in
the x-direction,sy is the normal stress in they-direction, andtxy
is the in-plane shear stress. As required, these stresses s
equilibrium equations inx andy, and the associated displaceme
components vanish on a circular boundary.

3 Conclusion
An elasticity solution for the in-plane gravitational loading of

circular membrane has been established. Stress, strain, and

Fig. 2 Radial displacement contours. Range is Árg „1
Àn2

…R2ÕE„3Àn….

Fig. 3 Circumferential displacement contours. Range is
Árg „1Àn2

…R2ÕE„3Àn….
Copyright © 2Journal of Applied Mechanics
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placement fields satisfy symmetry, boundary conditions, equi
rium, compatibility for a linear elastic material, and a
singularity-free.

The solution is useful for predicting the distortion of mas
used in next generation lithography processes. It is particul
appropriate to modeling the ion-beam lithography mask, wh
consists of a large circular membrane supported by a frame
wafer ring while it is in a vertical orientation.
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The finite element method is employed in this paper to investi
free-vibration problems of a spinning stepped Timoshenko be
consisting of a series of uniform segments. Each uniform segm
is considered a substructure which may be modeled using b
finite elements of uniform cross section. Assembly of global eq
tion of motion of the entire beam is achieved using Lagrang
multiplier method. The natural frequencies and mode shapes
subsequently reduced with the help of linear transformations t
standard eigenvalue problem for which a set of natural frequ
cies and mode shapes may be easily obtained. Numerical re
for an overhung stepped beam consisting of three uniform s
ments are obtained and presented as an illustrative example.
@S00021-8936~01!00101-5#

1 Introduction
In studying machine tool vibration during a turning cuttin

process, it is often necessary to conduct free-vibration analys
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spinning stepped shaft. Bauer@1# presented an analytical study o
a rotating uniform Euler-Bernoulli beam with various combin
tions of simple boundary conditions. Lee et al.@2# studied the
free vibration of a rotating Rayleigh shaft using the modal ana
sis approach and Galerkin’s method. Katz et al.@3# investigated
the dynamic responses of a uniform rotating shaft subjected
moving load in the axial direction using both Rayleigh and T
moshenko beam theories. Zu and Han@4# presented analytica
solutions for free vibration of a spinning uniform Timoshen
beam with all combinations of the three classical bound
conditions.

In this paper, free vibration of a rotating stepped Timoshen
beam is investigated using the finite element method. To enha
the accuracy of the computed eigenvalues and mode shap
three-node beam element, which permits the use of quintic p
nomials as the interpolation function for both lateral displa
ments and bending angles, is utilized. For each of field varia
six nodal quantities—the variable and its derivative with resp
to the axial coordinate at all three nodes are introduced to
element displacement vector. Two lateral deflections and
bending angles at each axial location need be defined in b
flexural vibration. Therefore, a three-node beam element ha
nodal variables.

Use of the finite element method makes it possible to reduce
free-vibration problem of a spinning beam to a standard eig
value problem for which all eigenvalues and eigenvectors may
determined simultaneously. This is one advantage over the us
an analytical method in which eigenvalues are determined
searching for the roots of a characteristic equation. As an illus
tive example, natural frequencies of an overhung stepped are
tained for several different spin rates.

2 Mathematical Procedure
In this section, the equations of motion of a stepped beam

circular cross section, as shown in Fig. 1, are presented usin
inertial coordinate system. Parameters defining each segmen
length, diameter, and axial coordinate of the left-most plane.

2.1 Governing Differential Equations for a Substructure.
In modeling the stepped beam, each segment is considered a
structure. Within a substructure, the equations of motion may
written as~@3#!

F FL2 0

0 L2
G ]2

]t2 12VF 0 L1

2L1 0 G ]

]t
1FL0 0

0 L0
G G H ux

cx

uy

cy

J 5H 0
0
0
0
J

(1)

whereux anduy are lateral displacements of the beam centroid
the x andy directions, respectively;cx andcy are angles of rota-
tion of the plane normal to the beam centroid, measured in
xoz and yoz coordinate planes, respectively; the three opera
matrices are defined as

L25FrA 0

0 rI
G , L15F0 0

0 rI
G ,

(2)

L05F 2kGA
]2

]z2 kGA
]

]z

2kGA
]

]z
kGA2EI

]2

]z2

G .

In Eq. ~2!, r is the volume mass density of the beam materialG
is the shear modulus;E is the modulus of elasticity;A is the
cross-sectional area;I is the second moment of area;k is the shear
correction factor~0.9 for solid circular cross section,@4#!; V is the
spin rate.
840 Õ Vol. 67, DECEMBER 2000
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Assume that a uniform segmentk is modeled usingNe,k (k
51,2, . . . ,Ns) three-node beam elements. Within each eleme
the displacement vector$ue%k is related to the nodal displaceme
vector$qe%k by

$ue%k5@Ne~j!#$qe%k ~0<j< l e! (3)

wherej is the local coordinate;Ne(j) is the shape function ma
trix. The equations of motion of a uniform segment in terms of t
nodal coordinate vector may be easily derived using the minim
potential energy principle or the Galerkin principle.

2.2 Assembly of Equations of Motion for the Stepped
Beam. The global equations of motion for the entire beam m
be formulated by enforcing continuity conditions across each
terface between two adjacent substructures. The procedure
lustrated here for a single interface at nodej with z5zj . The four
displacement and four force continuity conditions may be writ
in terms of the nodal displacements as

¦

ux

ux

cx

kx

uy

uy

cy

ky

§

z5z
j
2

53
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 a 12a 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 b 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 a 12a 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 b

4
35

ux

ux

cx

kx

uy

uy

cy

ky

6
z5z

j
1

5Cj5
ux

ux

cx

kx

uy

uy

cy

ky

6
z5z

j
1

(4)

wherea andb are the shear rigidity ratio and the bending rigidi
ratio, defined as

a5
~kGA!1

~kGA!2
, b5

~EI !1

~EI !2
. (5)

The continuity conditions may be implemented into t
global equations of motion using the Lagrange multiplier meth
~@5#!. The final equations of motion of a stepped beam may
written as

@M #$q̈%1@G#$q̇%1@K #$q%50 (6)

where the global mass, gyroscopic and stiffness matrices for
entire stepped beam may be formulated from the correspon
matrices for substructures and constraint matricesCj . For
example, the global mass matrix for a three-segment step
beam is

Fig. 1 An overhung stepped shaft
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2.3 Boundary Conditions. The global equations of motion
of a stepped beam may be readily modified to account for bou
ary conditions at the ends using the penalty approach. In
paper, an overhung shaft clamped at one end and free at the
is investigated.

3 Standard Eigenvalue Problem
One of the most important tasks in free-vibration analy

is to determine the natural frequencies and mode shapes desc
by a system of homogeneous second-order differential eq
tions and boundary conditions at the ends of a beam. To
lize commercial routines for eigenanalysis, the second-or
system may be replaced by the following equivalent first-or
system

Aẋ5Bx (7)

where coefficient matricesA andB may be obtained from matri
cesM , K , andG.

Natural frequencies and mode shapes of a spinning Timoshe
beam may then be reduced to seekingl andX satisfying

AX5
1

l
BX. (8)

4 Numerical Results
Values of the material and geometric properties of a three s

ment stepped beam under investigation are given in Table
Table 2 provides values of natural frequencies of an overh
three segment stepped beam shown in Fig. 1. Five different
rates are considered. For the case of zero spin rate, natura
quencies have matched pairs. For a nonzero spin rate, ther
two natural frequencies developed around each at-rest value.
is associated with the forward precession mode; the other is a
ciated with the backward precession mode.

Table 1 Material and geometric properties of a stepped spin-
ning beam

Table 2 The first six natural frequencies of an overhung
stepped beam
Copyright © 2Journal of Applied Mechanics
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5 Conclusions
This paper presents a finite element analysis of free vibra

of a spinning stepped Timoshenko beam. Through use of
Lagrange multipliers method, both displacement continuity a
force equilibrium conditions are satisfied at the interfaces
joining substructures. Because of the use of higher-or
beam finite elements for each substructure, highly accurate na
frequencies of a stepped beam of any desired mode may
obtained.
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Powder guns or a two-stage, light-gas gun launched the pro
tiles at normal impacts to striking velocities between 0.4 and
km/s. In addition, we present an analytical penetration equat
that described the target resistance by its density and a stren
parameter determined from depth of penetration versus strik
velocity data.@S0021-8936~01!00201-X#

Introduction
Several authors have written review articles that discuss

many analytical, computational, and experimental methods u
to study the broad field of penetration mechanics~@1–5#!. The
responses of the projectiles and targets depend strongly on
problem geometry, materials, and impact conditions. Beca
many penetration mechanisms are possible, experimental obs
tions usually precede and guide analytical or computational m
els. For this study, post-test observations showed a conical e
crater with a depth of two or more projectile diameters follow
by a circular penetration channel or tunnel with nearly the proj
tile diameter. For recent penetration studies with 6061-T6511
minum targets~@6,7#! we could obtain post-test radiographs of t
penetration channels. However, we could obtain post-test ob
vations of the limestone penetration channels only after the tar
were split with the techniques used by stone masons. The pro
tiles recovered from the targets had small mass losses cause
abrasion, but the overall nose shapes before and after penetr
looked very similar. We previously observed similar post-test,
get channels and abraded projectiles with our studies on con
targets~@8,9#!. However, the concrete targets abraded the nose
more severely than the limestone targets.

Based on penetration data sets with three projectile scales
present an analytical penetration equation that describes targ
sistance by a parameter determined from penetration depth ve
striking velocity data. Our limestone penetration equation is si
lar to that previously derived for concrete targets~@10#!. However,
for limestone targets, we observed a noticeable decrease in
target resistance parameter as the projectile diameters incre
So for the limestone targets, the target resistance paramet
equal to a constant term plus a term that depends on the proje
diameter. We hypothesize that the penetration equation will
reasonably accurate for larger scale projectiles, but data f
much more expensive field tests must be obtained to confirm
hypothesis.

The limestone targets were quarried and cut by the Elliot St
Company.1 In the rock mechanics literature, this particular lim
stone is often called Salem, Indiana, or Bedford limestone.
this study, we conducted unconfined compression tests and s
triaxial compression tests on samples cored from represent
blocks and from individual targets before the penetration te
Material properties from our targets are nearly the same as t
reported by Fossum, Senseny, Pfeifle, and Mellegard@11#.

As previously mentioned, our penetration equation contain
target strength constant that is determined from penetration d
versus striking velocity data. While this methodology provides
accurate and convenient engineering equation, the detailed
sponse mechanisms for the target are not modeled. The au
are not aware of any rigorous target models for rock penetra
problems, but Lagrangian computational models that use adap
meshing techniques have shown promise for brittle ceramic
gets~@12,13#!. Detailed computational approaches that model t
get responses also require a broad array of quasi-static and
namic material properties data. For limestone, examples of s
materials experiments and data include~1! quasi-static, triaxial
compression experiments~@11#!, ~2! split Hopkinson bar experi-
ments~@14–16#!, ~3! shock wave studies~@17#!, ~4! dynamic ten-
sile failure with planar-impact techniques~@18,19#!, and ~5!

1Elliot Stone Company, 3326 Mitchell Road, Bedford, IN 47421.
842 Õ Vol. 67, DECEMBER 2000
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compression-shear loading with plate impact experiments~@20#!.
Data from other experimental techniques may also be required
a careful target analysis.

In the next sections, we present the penetration model, desc
the experiments, and present our results and conclusions.

Penetration Model
For both limestone and concrete targets, post-test observa

showed a conical entry crater with a depth of two or more proj
tile diameters followed by a circular channel or tunnel with nea
the projectile diameter. The limestone penetration equations
similar to the previously published concrete penetration equatio
From Forrestal, Altman, Cargile, and Hanchak@10#, depth of pen-
etration P for an ogive-nose projectile and a concrete target
given by

P5
m

2pa2rN
lnS 11

NrV1
2

R D 14a, P.4a (1a)

N5
8c21

24c2 , V1
25

mVs
224pa3R

m14pa3Nr
(1b)

in which the ogive-nose rod projectile is described by massm,
shank radiusa, and caliber-radius-headc. The target is described
by densityr and the target strength constantR. The strength con-
stant is determined from

R5
NrVs

2

S 11
4pa3Nr

m DexpF2pa2~P24a!Nr

m G21

(2)

whereVs is striking velocity. For a set of experiments, we hold a
parameters constant and vary striking velocity. From each exp
ment, we measure striking velocityVs and penetration depthP, so
R can be determined from~2! for each experiment. We then tak
the average value ofR from the data set and compare the pred
tion from ~1! with the measured values ofVs andP. For this study
with limestone targets, ogive-nose steel rod projectiles with 7
12.7, and 25.4-mm diameters and a length-to-diameter ratio of
have values ofR5913, 787, and 693 MPa, respectively. Thus, t
target resistance decreases as the projectile shank diamete
creases. We found that for these limestone targets

R5K1k~2ao/2a! (3)

in which K and k are constants obtained from data fits, 2ao is a
reference projectile diameter, and 2a is the projectile diameter.
We show later that withK5607 MPa, k586 MPa, and 2ao
525.4 mm, we accurately recover the measured values ofR for
each of the three data sets.

In summary, the procedure used to calculateR from penetration
depth data for a fixed projectile is the same for concrete or lim
stone targets. However, for limestone targets,R depends on the
projectile shank diameter. Thus, we can use the penetration e
tions ~1a! and ~1b! for limestone whenR is given by~3!.

Experiments
We conducted three sets of penetration experiments~a total of

30 experiments! with ogive-nose steel rod projectiles and lim
stone targets. All projectiles had a total length-to-diameter ra
of ten and 3.0 caliber-radius-head~CRH! nose shapes. The
shank diameters and masses for each of the three sets of ex
ments were 7.1 mm, 0.020 kg; 12.7 mm, 0.117 kg; and 25.4 m
0.931 kg.

Limestone Targets. The limestone targets were quarried a
cut by the Elliot Stone Company of Bedford, IN. We obtained t
targets in three batches from nearby sites. Nominal material p
erties for the three target batches are given in Table 1 and s
minimal variations among the batches. In addition, we conduc
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 1 Projectile geometry

Table 1 Nominal material properties for the limestone targets
Journal of Applied Mechanics
several triaxial compression tests~@21,22#! on samples from the
three target batches and found the brittle to ductile transition c
fining pressure to be about 50 MPa.

The 12.7-mm-Diameter, 0.117 kg, 3.0 CRH Projectiles.
Our first set of experiments was conducted with steel proj

tiles machined from 4340Rc 45 ~@23#! round stock. Figure 1
shows the projectile geometry, and for this set of experime
2a512.7 mm, L5106 mm, andl 521 mm. The target impac
surface was 0.51 m square, and the target lengths and other
are given in Table 2. The sides and bottom of the targets w
surrounded by 0.10-m-thick concrete placed between a steel f
and the limestone. Six unconfined compression tests were
ducted with 51-mm-diameter, 108-mm-long samples cored fro
representative limestone block from Batch 1 and the aver
strength wassc f558 MPa.

A 32-mm-diameter powder gun launched the 0.117 kg proj
tiles to the striking velocities recorded in Table 2. An addition
experiment was conducted atVs51605 m/s, but the trajectory wa
Table 2 Penetration data for the 12.7-mm-diameter 4340 Rc 44–45, 0.117 kg, 3.0
CRH projectiles. For ptich and yaw: DÄdown, UÄup, RÄright, LÄleft.

Table 3 Penetration data for the 7.1-mm-diameter 4340 Rc 44–46 or Aer Met 100 Rc 53
„shots 4-1847 and 4-1846 …, 0.0205 kg, 3.0 CRH projectiles. For pitch and yaw: DÄdown,
UÄup, RÄright, LÄleft.

Table 4 Penetration data for the 25.4-mm-diameter 4340 Rc 45–46, 0.931 kg, 3.0 CRH
projectiles. For pitch and yaw: DÄdown, UÄup, RÄright, LÄleft.
DECEMBER 2000, Vol. 67 Õ 843
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curved and the projectile exited the side of the target at a dept
about 0.65 m. The projectiles were fitted with sabots and obt
tors that separated from the projectiles before impact. Four l
diode systems measured striking velocities and orthogonal ra
graphs measured pitch and yaw angles. The target resistanR

Fig. 2 Post-test photographs of the 25.4-mm-diameter
projectiles
844 Õ Vol. 67, DECEMBER 2000
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was calculated from~2! for each experiment and recorded
Table 2. The average target resistance parameter for this s
experiments isR5787 MPa.

The 7.1-mm-Diameter 0.020 kg, 3.0 CRH Projectiles. Our
second set of experiments was conducted with steel projec
machined from both 4340Rc 45 and Aer Met 100Rc 53 ~@24#!
round stock. Figure 1 shows the projectile geometry, and for
set of experiments 2a57.11 mm,L559.3 mm, andl 511.8 mm.
A 20-mm-powder gun launched the 0.020 kg projectiles to str
ing velocities of 1230 m/s. For the larger striking velocities r
corded in Table 3, a two-stage 50/20 mm light-gas gun launc
the projectiles. The same target geometries and ballistics mea
ments as those described for the 12.7-mm-diameter 0.117 kg
jectiles were used for this set of experiments.

For this second set of experiments, we performed unconfi
compression tests on two samples cored from the targets.
compressive strengths listed in Table 3 are the average of
unconfined compression tests conducted with 50-mm-diam
108-mm-long cores. In addition, we conducted penetration
periments from both Batch 1 and Batch 3 limestone targets
compare results from the two batches. We show later ne
gible differences in the penetration data from both batches.
average target resistance parameter of this set of experimen
R5913 MPa.

We also conducted an experiment with a 4340Rc 45 projectile
at Vs51649 m/s. That projectile severely bent and turned with
the target. Table 3 shows two experiments conducted with
Met 100Rc 53 projectiles. Shot 4-1846 with a striking velocity o
1674 m/s had a nearly straight trajectory. We then conducted
periments atVs51749, 1826, and 1863 m/s with Aer Met 100Rc
53 projectiles and these projectiles severely bent and tur
within the targets. Piekutowski, Forrestal, Poormon, and War
@7# discusses in detail the better performance of the Aer Met
Rc 53 projectiles.

The 25.4-mm-diameter 0.931 kg, 3.0 CRH Projectiles. Our
third set of experiments was conducted with steel projectiles
Fig. 3 Data and model predictions for the limestone targets
Transactions of the ASME
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chined from 4340Rc 45 round stock. Figure 1 shows the proje
tile geometry, and for this set of experiments 2a525.4 mm, L
5212 mm, andl 542 mm. The target impact surface was 1.02
square and the target lengths are given in Table 4. The sides
bottom of the targets were surrounded by 0.10-m-thick conc
placed between a steel form and the limestone. An 83-mm pow
gun launched the 0.931 kg projectiles to the striking velocit
recorded in Table 4. The same experimental methods used fo
other data sets were also used to obtain the results given in T
4. Data in Table 4 were limited toVs51177 m/s because of th
size and mass of the targets. The average value ofR for this set of
experiments wasR5693 MPa.

Results and Discussion
As previously discussed, post-test target observations for

experiments summarized in Tables 2, 3, and 4 showed a co
entry crater with a depth of two or more projectile diameters f
lowed by a circular penetration tunnel with nearly the projec
diameter. However, we made post-test observations only afte
targets were split with the techniques used by stone masons.
ure 2 shows post-test photographs of the 25.4-mm-diameter
jectiles, and mass losses are given in Table 4. These recov
projectiles lost mass caused by abrasion, but the nose shape
fore and after penetration have similar shapes. Post-test projec
from the other data sets~Tables 2 and 3! had shapes similar to
those shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 3 shows depth of penetrationP versus striking velocity
Vs for the data in Tables 2, 3, and 4. For the model, we use
average value ofR calculated from~2! for the experiments in
each data set. For the 7.1, 12.7, and 25.4-mm-diameter projec
the average target resistance parameter isR5913, 787, and 693
MPa, respectively. For projectile diameters not tested in
study, we recommend~3! be used to calculateR. Equation~3!
with K5607 MPa,k586 MPa, and 2ao525.4 mm accurately re-
cover the measured values ofR from each of the three data set
We hypothesize that the penetration equations~~1! and ~3!!
for this limestone target will be reasonably accurate for lar
scale projectiles, but data from much more expensive field t
with larger diameter projectiles must be obtained to confirm
hypothesis.

Summary
We conducted sets of penetration experiments into limest

targets with three scales of geometrically similar projectiles. T
ogive-nose rod projectiles with a length-to-diameter ratio of
were machined from 4340Rc 45 and Aer Met 100Rc 53 steel,
round stock and had diameters and masses of 7.1 mm, 0.02
12.7 mm, 0.117 kg; and 25.4 mm, 0.931 kg. For the 4340Rc 45
and Aer Met 100Rc 53 steel projectiles, penetration depth i
creased as striking velocity increased to 1500 and 1700 m/s
spectively. For larger striking velocities, the projectiles bent d
ing penetration without nose erosion, deviated from the shot l
and exited the sides of the target or turned severely in the ta

Based on data sets with these three projectile scales, we pr
an analytical penetration equation based on a target strength
rameter that is determined from penetration depth versus stri
velocity data. We show that the target resistance parameter
pends on the projectile shank diameter and present an equ
that describes this diameter dependence. We hypothesize tha
penetration equations for this limestone target will give accur
predictions for larger scale projectile, but data from much m
expensive field tests with larger diameter projectiles must be
tained to confirm our hypothesis.
Journal of Applied Mechanics
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1 Introduction
With an increasingly wide application media in engineering,

study on the crack problem in piezoelectric media has rece
much interest. In this paper, we apply the theory of linear pie
electricity to the electroelastic problem of a finite eccentric cra
off the center line in a piezoelectric ceramic strip under antipla
shear loading. The continuous crack boundary condition
adopted. By using integral transform techniques, the problem
reduced to the solution of a Fredholm integral equation of
second kind, which is obtained from two pairs of dual integ
equations. Numerical results for the energy release rate are sh
graphically.

2 Problem Statement and Method of Solution
Consider a piezoelectric medium in the form of an infinite

long strip containing a finite eccentric crack off the center li
parallel to the edges subjected to the combined antiplane mec
cal and in-plane electric loads. A set of Cartesian coordina
(x,y,z) is attached to the center of the crack. The total thickn
of the strip is 2h(5h11h2), whereh1(5h2e) is the distance
between the top surface of the strip and the crack plane
h2(5h1e) is that between the bottom surface of the strip a
the crack plane.e denotes the distance from the center line of t
strip to the crack plane. The crack is situated along the virt
interface (2a<x<a, y50). Because of the assumed symme
in geometry and loading, it is sufficient to consider the probl
for 0<x,` only. Antiplane governing equations are simplifie
to

c44¹
2w~ i !1e15¹

2f~ i !50, (1)

e15¹
2w~ i !2d11¹

2f~ i !50, (2)

where ¹25]2/]x21]2/]y2 is the two-dimensional Laplace op
erator, w( i ), f ( i ) ( i 51,2), c44, d11, and e15 are the out-of-
plane displacement, the electric potential, the elastic mod
measured in a constant electric field, the dielectric permittiv
measured at a constant strain, and the piezoelectric cons
respectively. Superscripti ( i 51,2) stands for upper and lowe
regions, respectively. The boundary conditions are written
follows:
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syz
~ i !~x,0!50, ~0<x,a!, (3)

w~1!~x,01!5w~2!~x,02!, ~a<x,`!, (4)

Dy
~1!~x,01!5Dy

~2!~x,02!, ~0<x,a!, (5)

Ex
~1!~x,01!5Ex

~2!~x,02!, ~0<x,a!, (6)

f~1!~x,01!5f~2!~x,02!, ~a<x,`!, (7)

syz
~1!~x,01!5syz

~2!~x,02! ~a<x,`!,
(8)

Dy
~1!~x,01!5Dy

~2!~x,02!, ~a<x,`!.

Case 1: syz
~1!~x,h1!5syz

~2!~x,2h2!5t0 ,
(9)

Dy
~1!~x,h1!5Dy

~2!~x,2h2!5D0 ,

Case 2: gyz
~1!~x,h1!5gyz

~2!~x,2h2!5g0 ,
(10)

Ey
~1!~x,h1!5Ey

~2!~x,2h2!5E0 ,

Case 3: syz
~1!~x,h1!5syz

~2!~x,2h2!5t0 ,
(11)

Ey
~1!~x,h1!5Ey

~2!~x,2h2!5E0 ,

Case 4: gyz
~1!~x,h1!5gyz

~2!~x,2h2!5g0 ,
(12)

Dy
~1!~x,h1!5Dy

~2!~x,2h2!5D0 ,

wheresyz
( i ) , gyz

( i ) , Dy
( i ) , andEj

( i ) ( j 5x,y) are the shear stress, th
shear strain, the electric displacements, and the electric fie
respectively, andt0 , D0 , g0 , andE0 are a uniform shear stress
displacement, shear strain, and electric field, respectively. A F
rier transform is applied to Eqs.~1! and ~2!, and the results are

w~ i !~x,y!5
2

p E
0

`

$A1
~ i !~s!cosh~sy!1A2

~ i !~s!sinh~sy!%

3cos~sx!ds1a0y, (13)

f~ i !~x,y!5
2

p E
0

`

$B1
~ i !~s!cosh~sy!1B2

~ i !~s!sinh~sy!%

3cos~sx!ds2b0y, (14)

whereAj
( i ) , Bj

( i ) ( j 51,2) are the unknowns to be solved.a0 ,b0
are real constants, which will be determined from the edge lo
ing conditions. Applying Eqs.~8!–~12!, and considering Eqs.~3!–
~7!, we obtain the following two simultaneous dual integral equ
tions:

E
0

`

sF~s!FMA~s!1
e15

c44
MB~s!Gcos~sx!ds5

p

2

c0

c44
,

~0<x,a!,
(15)

E
0

`

MA~s!cos~sx!ds50, ~a<x,`!,

E
0

`

sMB~s!sin~sx!ds50, ~0<x,a!,

(16)

E
0

`

MB~s!cos~sx!ds50, ~a<x,`!,

where

2MA~s!5A1
~1!~s!2A1

~2!~s!, 2MB~s!5B1
~1!~s!2B1

~2!~s!, (17)

F~s!5tanh~sh!2
2 sinh2~se!

sinh~2sh!
, (18)n.
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c05c44a02e15b0 , (19)

5t0 , Cases 1 and 3, (20a)

5c44g02e15E0 , Case 2, (20b)

5
~c44d111e15

2 !g02e15D0

d11
, Case 4. (20c)

To solve the two sets of dual integral equations, we defi
MA(s) andMB(s) as follows:

MA~s![
p

2

c0a2

c44
E

0

1

AjC~j!J0~saj!dj,

(21)

MB~s![E
0

1

AjF~j!J0~saj!dj,

whereJ0(saj) is the zero-order Bessel function of the first kin
Inserting Eq. ~21! into Eqs. ~15! and ~16!, we can find that
F~j!50 andC~j! is given by a Fredholm integral equation of th
second kind in the form

C~j!1E
0

1

K~j,h!C~h!dh5Aj, (22)

where

K~j,h!5AjhE
0

`

s$F~s/a!21%J0~sh!J0~sj!ds. (23)

Extending the traditional concept of stress intensity factor
other field variables~@1#!, we have

KT5c0ApaC~1!, KS5KT/c44, KD5e15K
T/c44, KE50,

(24)

whereKT, KS, KD, andKE are stress intensity, strain intensit
electric displacement intensity, and electric field intensity fac
respectively. Evaluating the energy release rateG obtained by Pak
@1#, we obtain

G5
KTKS2KDKE

2
5

pa

2c44
c0

2C2~1!. (25)

3 Numerical Results and Discussion
From Eq.~24!, it is noted that the uniform electric load has n

influence on the field singularities, and the electric displacem
intensity factor depends on the material constants and the ap
mechanical load,t0 but not on the applied electric loads,D0 and
E0 . The results coincide with the ones of Kwon and Lee@2# and
Gao and Fan@3#. Figure 1 displays the normalized energy relea
rate G/G` versus thea/h with various e/h values.G/G` in-
creases with increase of thea/h and e/h ratios. The normalized
energy release rateG/Gcr of a PZT-5H ceramic is shown in Fig
2 with the variation of the applied electric fieldE0 and thea/h
ratio for a crack length of 2a50.02 m andg059.531025 ~Case
2! in cases ofe/h50.0 ande/h50.5. As the magnitude of electri
field increases from zero,G increases or decreases according
the direction of the load. But once the minimum value ofG is
reached, further increase of the electrical load increaseG continu-
ously. G increase with increase of thee/h ratio. It can be shown
that similar results are obtained in Case 4.

4 Conclusions
The normalized energy release rate increases when thea/h and

e/h ratios increase. The energy release rate is dependent o
electric loading only under constant strain loading and indep
dent of it under constant stress loading. In constant strain lo
ings, the minimum normalized energy release rate can exist
the variation of electrical load but has always positive values.
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Fig. 1 Energy release rate GÕG` versus aÕh with various eÕh
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